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SHARP
TOOLS
FOR
ARTISANS
Spark breweries and distilleries offer Australian
producers class leading engineering with local
design and support. Our equipment and digital
control system allow small businesses to develop
and produce the world’s best beers and spirits.
We work closely and passionately with our
clients to help the achieve that.
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LOCAL
Based in Melbourne, Spark designs and builds breweries and distilleries across
Australia and New Zealand. We ensure the success of our clients by supporting the
regulatory, technical and commercial aspects of a project before, during and after
facility construction.

•

Engineering support on site selection, building fit out as well as brewery design

•

ATO, liquor licence and local council regulations guidance

•

Simple and inexpensive installation or Turnkey installed package

•

Australian standards compliant pressure vessel and electrical systems

•

Local warranty and parts support

EQUIPMENT
FINANCE
By allowing you to focus your own resources on marketing, sales
and venue fit out, equipment finance can speed you toward a long
term profitable business. Our finance packages allow you to be
brewing and selling beer before repayments start.

•

Unsecured equipment finance no personal guarantees or additional collateral required

•

Operating lease repayments are tax deductible equipment finance is tax effective

•

No monthly repayments until after delivery you are selling beer before repayments start

•

Minimum deposit of 10%

•

Rates competitive with banks

•

No need to present financials
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DESIGN
To advance our product range with world class features, the
Spark office in Melbourne is invested in ongoing research and
development of brewing and distilling systems with a focus on
control and development of product flavour profiles.
Sophisticated engineering design detail maximises efficiency and
speed of production, as well as making meticulous CIP sanitation
and daily production brewing easy.
Our Sharp Tools for Artisans put your hands directly on the
process “flavour levers”. Spark integrated controls govern wort
and wash brewing, fermentation control as well as beer serving
tanks and distillation equipment, all on one simple robust system.
DISTILLERIES
•

Custom still head designs for rectification level according to
your preference

•

Adjustable reflux condensers

•

Fractionation columns

•

Gin baskets

•

Specialised spirit collection and storage tanks - separate cuts
easily, rack to barrel easily

BREWERIES
The new patent pending range of compact inexpensive venue
breweries, the Spark 300/600 suit Australian on premise brewing
conditions perfectly. The detailed design features of our larger
production breweries carry across along with our class leading
materials and fabrication, for a small system that punches well
above its weight.
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CONTROL
Precise, repeatable, high quality brewing on any scale is made easy with our digital
control systems. Own Your Process - dial in towards perfection batch by batch with
accuracy and consistency.
Our control system makes installation easy - all hardware is included, such as variable
speed drives for pump control and phase controllers for elements, minimising the
amount of electrical parts and work needed on site.
Spark systems achieve excellent brewer ergonomics with overview and control of
both brewhouse and fermentation cellar.
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•

Integrated 10 inch touch screen interface.

•

Brew overview and control via mobile device.

•

Remote access, reporting and control of brewing and distilling operations via PC.

•

Integrated control of both brewhouse and fermentation cellar

•

Allows control of additional fermenters added to existing systems easily and
inexpensively.

•

Mash temperature profile profile.

•

Whirlpool hopping temperature profile.

•

Fermentation temperature profile profile.

•

Record keeping and brew logging is made easy.

•

Extremely simple and easy operation.
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PRODUCT
RANGE
We design and build 3hL - 50hL direct electric, gas fired and
steam brewing and distilling systems with 2, 3 or 4 vessel
brewhouses in custom configurations to suit your location
COMPACT VENUE BREWERIES
2 Vessel Brewhouse with Mash/Kettle/Whirlpool and upper
Lauter Tun
Stacked fermenting and serving tank cellar
6HL PRODUCTION BREWERY
2 Vessel MLT and Kettle Whirlpool with brewdeck
Double batch thermal stores for daily multi-batching.
12hL, 15hL, 20hL Electric, Gas and Steam fires brewhouses
in 2 Vessel, 3 Vessel and 4 vessel designs, configured with
brewdeck, steps, valve panel, controls to suit your location.
ANCILLARIES:
Mills
Chillers
Grist conveyors
Bulk grain bag stand hoppers to feed mill
CIP trolleys 100L or 200L
Trolley pumps
Draft dispense systems
Carbonation and serving tanks
Kegs
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ON PREMISE BREWERY

BROUHAHA BREWING
MALANEY, QLD

12 HL
3 VESSEL
2 DOUBLE
2 SINGLE

“Spark’s value for money is unprecedented, they gave us a quick
turnaround and excellent customer service. Having a local
warranty gives me peace of mind.”

Matt Jancauskas, head brewer
With a background running operations at Beavertown Brewery in the UK,
head brewer Matt Jancauskas brings a whirlwind of energy and experience
to the lovely town of Maleny in the Sunshine Coast hinterland. The first beer
off his gas fired Spark brewhouse was a saison batch split half on raspberries
and half for dry hopping, followed up by multiple other drinkable and
interesting brews. Using an iPad for control in addition to their brewhouse
touch screen panel allows Matt to easily operate the facility solo he has
a remote overview of every brewing process and can alter temperatures
and run pumps from anywhere. With a full service kitchen and a beer deck
with a view, all within the shadow of the tanks, keen interest is building for
Brouhaha’s imminent opening launch.

GAS FIRED
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PILOT SYSTEM BREWERY

BALTER BREWING CO.
GOLD COAST, QLD

5 HL
2 VESSEL
GAS FIRED

“My Spark 5hL pilot system is exactly what I wanted the beers
I develop on it are well received in the taproom here and then
graduate to the production system, like the Brown Ale people
were raving about it, stopping us in the street to ask about it.
We blew through the 10 keg pilot batch at the taproom in 2
days which is almost a problem we had to disappoint people
the following weekend. At the moment I’ve got a hoppy red in
the Spark fermenter, I just hope that one lasts longer than one
weekend.”
Scott Hargrave, head brewer
When 4 pro surfers and one of the nation’s best loved and most experienced
brewers decided to found a brewery, Spark were thrilled to be asked to build
a 5hL digital pilot system for Balter’s taproom, seasonal, competition and
development beers.
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PRODUCTION BREWERY

ATHLETIC CLUB
BALLARAT, VIC

“Spark provided us with the total package finance, delivery,
planning and support was great, then timely and efficient delivery.
The quality of the product is exceptional 
the experienced
stainless steel fabricators in the local food industry agree. As a
new entrant, I feel like I’m not alone, the boys are always only a
phone call away.”

Peter Parry, head brewer
15 HL
2 VESSEL
2 DOUBLE
2 SINGLE

On their comfortable central Ballarat location, Peter Parry and his team have
built a lovely community brewery with a plan to grow local interest in the
many different styles that they brew. With a soft spot for dark beers, the
team have dialled in a delicious subtly hopped brown as the cornerstone
of their launch range. Anyone interested in hopping their own brew from a
fresh wort kit or learning about all grain brewing can use The Athletic Club’s
four small batch kettles or their 50L pilot system which has an identical
digital control system to their 15hL system. This allows the team to perfect
recipes before scaling them for the production brewhouse.

ELECTRIC
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PRODUCTION BREWERY

PUBLIC BREWERY
WARRANDYTE, VIC

15 HL
2 VESSEL
2 DOUBLE
2 SINGLE

“I find my brewing system easy to use and highly adaptable.
Spark have been helpful and super responsive to feedback. The
system allows me the control that I need it is all about balance
two examples are our Red Falcon with rich caramel and citrusy
hopping and our Aussie Pale that uses unique local hops to
weigh against toasty grainy Gladfields malts”

Brendan Guild, head brewer.
After the roaring success of their original Croydon venue, the team at The
Public Brewery have built a Cellar Door venue as part of the large scale
Ringwood Shopping Centre redevelopment. To keep up with beer demand,
they have installed a Spark 15hL brewhouse with a 180hL fermentation cellar
at Rob Dolan’s winery where they are in the process of fitting out an event
space for celebrations that has a clear view of the brewery. Head Brewer
Brendan Guild’s exacting standards and attention to detail have made good
use of the Spark system’s digital control systems. His consistently balanced,
drinkable and interesting beers often showcase Australian hops, putting a
spin on traditional styles.

ELECTRIC
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JULIAN SANDERS
BENG BCOMM
JULIAN@SPARKBREW.COM
+61 (0) 468 363 405
WWW.SPARKBREW.COM
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